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ABSTRACT

several be.efits ha., been proposed for

the implementation of structural reliability

c.mepts in the design of fixed offshore

structures. The.. include:

a) Greater ““ifomity i“ platform

component reliability.

b) MO,, effective utilization of

material than occurs with existing determi-

nistic safety factor design procedures.

c) Accounts directly for randomness and

uncertainties in engineering parameters.

d) Capable of mnsistent modifications

to account for difEerent location, platform

type ..d 1ife.

e) Reliability give. a logical basis

for i“cocpocating new i“fommtion

f) New procedures can interface with

similar reliability developments in struc-

tural engineering such as AISC or AC1.

g) Help to focus re,eacch activities to

emphasize areas of greatest .ncercainty and

have results impact reliability facto...

1“ 1979, the Am.2rican Petroleum

Institute (API) begam a .eriee of mntinui.g

studies under the direction of the author t,,

implement reliability design procedures for

fixed offshore platforms. ‘Theeffort has

reached the stage where . self-contained

design alternative is now available for

review and feedback from the various .4P1

technical committees. A complete design

document should be available i. the ....

future.
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The .~li.bility d-is. w..~d ... ~.

known in the United States design praccice as

load and resi..t.nce factor design or LRFD.

Tbe code CO.E.l.S a variety of different

resistance factors for component type.

(co”nectlons, piles, axial compression ,

hydrostatic strength, etc.) and different

load factor. for types of loading effect.

(gra.ity; wi.d. wave and current; seismic,

etc.).

‘III.research in producing this LRFD

document for offshore platforms included the

following steps.

a) Assembling statistical data o. load

effects and component strengths.

b) Review present performance criteria

and .xPerie”ce.

C) Establish . target reliability level

for each component type based on performance

experience.

d) Calibrate the load and resistance

factor. for tabulation in tbe code.

1. addition, several comparison st.die.

were made by c.nsulti.g firms and producers

between existing working stress or safety

factor design (RP 2A) with the new LRFD

provision. Seven full scale platform. were

compared and studied. 1“ addition t. W.”,

loadings which primarily affect shallow water

platform., the project .16. developed LRFD

provisions for frontier area fixed platforms

i“cludi”g fatigue, deep–w.t.. dy..mic.1ly

sensitive structures and seismically loaded

placfonns.

The paper r+views the theoretic.sl

developments of the reliability based LILFD

code i. .ddiIio. to the impact of results o.

the safety, economy and desig,,practices of

offshore platforms.

1NTRODUCTION

CO IWWM1OCA SCr.. t.rel design practice

has evolved over the last o“. hti”dredy..,.

i“ a. i“tec.ctive manner between theoretical

development. in u.derstandi”g behavioral

phenomena and empirical observation. from

performance histories. Tbue , during this

period th. ..c.al f..t... .f ..f~ty i.

c.n.entio”al steel b.ildi.gs have usually

been reduced by a combination of improved

.“c71YsLsmethods, better q“dity CO.t.01 of

materials and an acceptably low observed

probability of failure. Ill fact, most

reported failures in convention.1 structures

are uot tbe consequence of .. inadequately

specified factor of safety. Rather, !nost

failure, .,, a co”.equence of inadequate

communication between the design engineer and

the tonstructlon Ph.,, or the result of

limtted technological understa.ding of the

failure mechanism at the time of design. The

fact that few repo=ted fail.... are due to

i“adequa”cy of specified factors of safety

has led I“creasi”ely co proposals to reduce

these factors i“ the overall interest of

economy ln area. of new tecb”olgy, such as

marine and other offshore structures, the

selection of safety factors often followed

land–based building and bridge rules. This

occurred despite the difference. i. fabri-

cation and material quality control and

especially Lb, impact of overall system

failure modes, reserve .tre.gth a“d
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differences in types of loadin~ phenomena.

1. recent year%, changes in structural

desig. codes and safety philosophy ha..

increasingly b... based .. concept, of

balanced risk. These ideas fostered over

fifty years .s. by Fr”edenthal and others (1)

suggest that optimal .tructure desigm

required a balance between material cost and

the risk cost (probability of failure times

cost of failure). Application of the

concepts to building, ship, bridge and

offshore platform design codes have

illustrated that the historical evolutionary

approach t. mod. development has not always

provided either uniform risk .r OPtimal

structures.

In many instances, tbe impetus for

~PPIYiw reliabillcY methods ha. co.. frm

the evaluation of existing .truct.res c.cher

than .,” designs. The evaluation activity

higbligbts tbe fact that when the cost of

Lncc.a.img .afety margins is inordinately

high, the. a more eto.,xuicalalternative to

achieve adequate safety may be to reduce

uncertaLntie. by better site i.vestigacione,

more accurate analysis .. by testin~. As

illustrated below, alternatives for nleeci”g

the same high reliability rargets c.. be

accomplished by either high safety factors or

lower uncertainties.

This paper reviews the application of

reliability methodology for the developroe.t

of offshore platforms. In particular, these

activities have b... carried out for more

than twelv, y~,... .p.n...ed by i.d..cry,

g..e..m~,lt ..:~ the America” Pesr.leunl

In,tit”te (API), Some eight years JIzo,it

was concluded that the best avenue f,r

i.plemencimg reliability coocepts in offshore

$tr.cture. was through the introduction of .

reliability–based deign specificati.,, (2).

Thie effort parallels ,imila, ,ecent

pr.p.s.1$ .. .d.ptL.. Of r.li.bilitY m.th.d.

for codes dealimg with steel building

structure., concrete buildings, bridges,

tran,rdseio” towers, ecc (3-5).

..tionalizatton of a strategy

implementing reliability in code. rather

in .pecific projects was che following:

1) Design code. cover all applications

The

for

them

of a

8pe.ific structure type, ‘e.g. fixed offshore

platfotlns.

2) Engineers, designer. and managers usually

give .l.,er attention to code changes than

research finding..

3) Sp..ific p..jecc application of

reliability i. “OC precluded by code adoption

of reliability con.epte. Rather, the latter

nl.y enc.u,a~e individual firm, especially for

COlOpl.XP.oj,Cts to expand and broad.” the

scope of their reliabilityanal~ses. Code. by

.atmre, use a general data b..., which may be

coo conservative or not even applicable F.. a

particular venture. & reliability basis in a

code may foster further risk studies after

designer. and review agencies l,avebecome

more comfortable with reliability techniques.

The main atce”tlo” In this paper will

focus on inplf?mellti”g the reliability

concepts into .onve”tional design. The paper

will describe .OIU,of the developments and

p..P...d .d...gege. .f the ...e.tly d=el.Ped

draft API - LRFD - RP 2A alt.. !,.t~.e (6).
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Th?t i., a load and resistance factor design

(LFRD) appcoach to design of fixed offshore

platforms .cilizi,,g reliability concepts.

This approach i. .OW being reviewed .. a.

.lt....CiV. t. the p,.,~.t, working .treS,

document, API (American Petroleum Institute)

RP 2A (7). Since the LRFD is intended f..

routine design checking it is Lmportant t.

understand the premises of such an approach.

“d,, steps la checktng any structural deign

including platforms, chips, bridge$, etc.,

include:

1) Select specified nominal loads including

gravity, wind, wave, earthquake, et..

‘2) Co.nbi”e appropriate load cases and

...lTz. for COrnpO.enCforce effects’(mome.t,

ehe.r, etc.).

3) Check the design by co,npari”g load

effects with specified Component etre”gth

equations.

1“ most existing spe.ificatio”s, a

working or allowable stress approach (WSD) is

used In which the nominal load effects ace

compared to the nominal strength divided by a

specified .afety factor. 1“ relibility-b..ed

LRFD format. a series of .“iq.e Io.d factors

are selected for each typ. of load effect

(gravity, seismic w...., etc.) and a .eri.e

of .nique resistance factors are specified

for each type of cornpone”t failure mode

(bending, column, hydrostatic, etc.). 3’he

load and .esista”ce factors are calibrated by

cod. writers (not by designers!) to produce

uniform or co.ei~te.t reliability levels for

each design check. ‘III,actual reliability

development 1s transparent to .sers of LRFD

speclficatl,,ns wbo utilize the facto.. i. a

determtntstlc checking mode (i.e. COIOpU-

t.ri.ed ..d .%.. i.,?d Program for checking

the large “umber of c.mpooe”ts in typical

fixed platform etcuct.res).

Cnly tbe code writer. and researchers

deal with the reliability issues, namely, 1)

defining the statistics of each variable in a

load effect or strength (resi.ta”ce)

eq”atio”, 2) establishing the appropriate

target reliabilities, 3) fixing the “on!inal

loading a“d strength equations, and 4)

selecting the load .“d resis t..., factors

which beet achieve the target reliabilities.

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

A reliability model for a structure

should incorporate safety margins a.d

ante.t.inties in .waluating the risk to .s

component or system. Data often comes from

different sources including environmental,

material and analysis so a common method of

i“cocporating ,Catistical informatlo. is

“ceded. The first steP i. the model !T4UStbe

a clear defi”icio” and de.cript to” of the

failure mode beins controlled. For example,

the f.il.re of a brace, co.”ectio” or pile i.

a fixed off.bore structure will occur when

the load effect. exceed their corresponding

resist.”... 1“ conve”ttonal .truct”ral

design practice, O“lY the single component

strength is checked. Tbe impact of the

COln,lone”c failure 0“ p..sib1e system

consequences is discussed below.

The probability of component failure is L18



illustrated a. shown in Figure 1. The risk

1s d“, to the (extreme) load frequemcy curve

overlapping the strength curve. The model

should be viewed .s a situation in which the

probabilities correspond to the worst loading

case (annual or lifetime .s appropriate).

Thus , for each variable, the extreme load

effect and .esi. tance is sampled once a.d

failure occurs if load exceed. strength. The

probability of failure (overlap) will

decrease if either: i) the mea. margin of

safety is increased, i... higher safety

factors or: ii) the .ncectai.ty in load ..

resistance is reduced, i.e. more data or

better analysis. ‘HI.latter impact help, to

explain why evaluation of existi.g structures

f.. p.,.ible rehabilitation can often be

satisfied with lower safety factors tha. for

new construction sf”ce pre.~.bly m...

information or data i. available ..

p.rf......e a.d behavior of a. existing

structure.

Tbe analysis of reliability may be

carried out by defining a failure function,

g, ...h tlI.cg < 0 denotes failure, or:

where R is the cesistame or capacity and S

is the load effect. An exact eoltmion for

Pr.b.bility of fail”.., Pf, SMY be .btain.ed

if R and S ... both assumed as normal

distributions with respective mean valu$s, R

a.d S and coefficientsof variation. (co.),

‘KS ‘S”
The ... 1s the standard de.iation

divided by the ...!. ..1... l$ith these

.ss”.p:i,,,Is.,iddata, Pi can be wrttten .s:

Pf = a [ -z/ugl

wh,re @ denotes the standard normal

distrfbucio. and ~ and u ~ are the .... and

sigma of the safety margin, g. Thus, for

example, a mean safety factor of 2.5 (. F/s),

and covs of R and S of 13% and 30% respec-

tively would lead t. a f.tluce pcobabilicy

of:

‘f=L==+i=”[-339’=”
1. general, normal distributions are not

always applicable to both load and strength

variables and further both R and S may 1.

turn depend on several other random variables

(e.g. gravity and wave load. , be.m-c.l.m.

stability, combined hydrostatic, axial and

bending s’tr.”gth,etc.). Thus, a generali–

ZatiOll iS “’ceded to carry OUt reali,tic

reliability analyses. ‘rbe$e results are

often described in terms of a safety index,

(bet.), which is developed from Equations 1

and 2, “anrely,

i.e. O i. the di.t.nce it,terms of number of

st.ndard deviation. ( u ~) from the mean (~)

,,fth. safety margin to the failure region (g.

< o). In the Ee.eral ..s. , where g is a

function r,fseveral variables we let
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g = g (xl, X2, ....xn) (5)

where xl ‘0 x. are . different random

variables. The funccion g i. deterministic

and repre.er,ts the mechanics of the failure

mode, namely failure occurs if a ..,1Iz.L1o,,

of the random variables Xl to X causes g to“

be negative. If the function in &q. 5, is

linear and the X~s are .11 normal, then Eq. 4

pr..td.. .. ..acc expression for Pf u.ing

normal probability tables. If g is

nonlinear, then the magnitude L7should be

obtained by an iter.tie” which find. the

point on tbe failure surface, g = O, which is

closest”t. the *... of g. ml, point, X1*,

**
X2 ,“””x. ,

is often demoted as the design

point. F“. nonnormal or correlated

variables, a U1.pPi”gcan be used to introduce

equivalent Independent normal variables with

the same frequency and probability

distribution at tbe value of X*. TlIi8leads

to an iterative procedure for finding the

safety index, ~ . It has be.n shown that if

the g function <S reasonably convex (i.e. not

having . lot of i.demtations) and the

variables Xl to X .,, reasonably close to
n

normal the” the value of Pf taken from the

computed safety index D will he close t. the

exact “.1U,.. Tbe latter must be fo”.d from

numerical Integration or extensive MO”to

Carlo sinlul.tfoll. Several studies by Baker

end other. have show. that for pracc Lc.1

,tr”ctural desis” problem that beta

correlate. well co the computed risk (8).

Furthermore, any differences become even

smaller when code calibration procedure. .s

described below are introduced.

k present, there are several computer

Pr.g... s ..ait. bl. which make it ..SY t.

obtain the safety index provided:

i) the ra.dom variables and their di.tri-

b.tio.s are given (including statistical

correl.atio”., if available)

ii) a fall.., f“.cti.., g, iS know” from

equation. of mechanics ,“,h that ~.~ltZ=tiOLl

with g < 0 denotes failure.

S.cb program. are known in the str”c–

tural reliability literature as advanced

first order second moment (AFOSM) methods and

are c.nmmnl~ used by structural code wcitln~

COmmittees Chr. ugh. ut t h, world (3).

&tently, the mthor extended this program co

model strength imteractio. models (such as

combined hydoetatic, axial and bending) in

which a theoretical strength fail!,re mode

eQ”atlo. (z) is not available but rather 1.

St~tiStiCallY fit from test data. 1“ this

instance, an additional “test,’ random

variable must be defined whose statistics may

vary i. dlffere”t regions of the imtractio.

.Pace. ‘ibiswork i. ales.rLbed below.

CODECAL1SSATION

The checking format for i“trod.ci”g

reliability-based de.ism was described abo.e

as an LRFD check. “ibislead. to a so–called

level 1 type code i“ which the specified

factors achieve on che avera&, tbe target

reliability. Level 11 codes may be ,irnply

thought of as codes in which the facto.. can

be adjusted by the designer to achieve a

precise target safety i.dex. T_e.el 111 code,

are defined ?.scoie. i. which the reliability
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calculation i. exact t..., Monte Carl. or

numerical integration instead of approximate

AIOSM methods. To date, it appears that m..t

code writing committees ... utilizing leveI I

p....d.~~s .lth..gh ap@licact... differ in

the number of factors .Cilized. In typical

LRFD applicati”.$ i. the U.S., the checking

format appears as:

~R= YDD+YLL+YWW (6)

where R, D, L and W are the nominal resis-

tance and nominal dead, live and e..ir..-

.ental effects, respectively. Ul isa

partial resistance factor and depend. .“ the

type .f .tret,gch mode b.i.g .he.ked e.g. ,

member bending, connection, pile, et.. Y is

the load factor appropriate for each load

type, ..g. , dead, liv. .Ud .nvi.. nm*nt.1.

Each Y and P is selecced by the code

committee in a calibration process which

produces the tar~et betas. These depend on:

i) The target beta, ii) the corresponding

uncertainty of the variable .s,ociated with

the factor R, D, W, etc. and iii) The bla.

value. Bias is defined as the rate of tbe

mean divided by the nominal value. m,ti.,if

a code committee specifies a norntn.1dee.ign

different from the mean ..1.. this

the selection of the corre.p.ndi”g

F.r many tradicio”al reasons,

affects

factor.

code.

committees oft.. .pe.ify nominal values such

as yield stress (e.g., 36 ksi for A3$ grad.

steel) or 100 year wind load. which are

different fcon their cor.espo”dl”g m...

values.

It .bo.ld be noted that some code

21

committees outside the unitc4 St.,.,

prescribe additional factors rh.” those

.o”tain.d in

factors may

ecmnbina[ions,

.o.crete),

cocisequences,

ttw LRFD. These ,,Qertial,,

also account f., load

different material, (steel or

quality control, failure

etc. These .pplic.tiO”S have

not yet been .ta”dardized and are to the

authors knowledge not under consideration for

any code i“ the U.S. although some Canadian

codes have adopted parCi.1 safety faccoc

concepts as a goal. me process of selectin~

factors i. oft,” denotedas CC& calibration.

The philosophy utilized in the draft

LRFD R? 2A for fixed platforms differ.

SOnlewhac from other codes (9). Target

reliabilities are based on implied past

performance history rather than .“ a“

actuarial risk based .. economic factors .

‘lh reasoning in this ..c1o. i. as followe.

Data on loads and resl.t.r,ces for fixed

off.bore structures is still rather limited.

Extensive data o. storm occurrencesIs only

available in a few instances. Detailed

structure responses b... bee. mea.. ced on

only a single platform test strucc.re i. the

Gulf of Mexico. component stre”gthe

especially for pile foundations have bee”

m.delked from only a few tests usually o“ a

reduced scale. TO ....u.t f.. p.s.ibl.

differences b?twee. full scale and m,odeL .nd

.ther 1imits i. the data, performance history

must be used to guide the sele.tie” of target

betas. The .dvantaL.e. in LILFD are still

omintat.ed, namely more .nif,,rm reliability

than

Thus

existing allowable SC,,,. methods

the calibration p,...,. operated as
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follow .

1) Assemble a represe.tattve sample of

members fro. d[ffere.t fixed platform types,

locations, water depths, steel grades, et..

1. addition, develop a co.respo.din~ generic

...ge .f member. to .0..= a..t ~oe.lble

applications.

2) From available statistical data and

corresponding load and .treigth models,

develop the best available r%sk model. ‘Ibis

includes failure mode (g) equations, bias

values, coefficients of variation and

frequency distributions (e.g. “Omal ,

lognormal, etc.).

3) For the rage of platform members,

compute the corresponding safety indices ((3)

“sing existing design checking equations.

Since platforms now in Place utilize working

stress methods, th. section, should be

checked with a. RP 2A WSD format, namely:

R = (D + L + W)/Safety Factor (7)

For purpose. of comparison, the members

should have interaction ratio., 1.S., equal

to 1.0 i.e. utilization at rnaxtamnallowable

v.alueebaeed .. WSD format. ~is gives .s a.

evaluation of eafety i.dice. f., the in-place

performance history.

4) From the betas obtained in steP 3, a

targ.t bet. i. extracted. Typically, we find

that with WSD the betas are not uniform over

the sar@e. For exaraP1e,betas are t@cally

much higher for gravity load C~8~S and lower

for envlronme.tal loading esplcally when the

latter include the one–third L,>crease in

allowable stress typically found in may

codes tncludins RP Z&. The target beta is

usually selected as the ~ beta found i“

the MSU. If, however, we feel the txcget 1s

either too high or too low, it 18 adjusted.

Since the target is selected Lndi.idually for

each type of failure mode, the different

target betas should obviously not deviate too

much. Average beta. from e.istins desis.s

should .1.. be considered acceptable if there

i. .. field performance data to indicate that

either “r?are Presently to. co”.secvativeor

“Ot COllservativee“oush.

5) The final steP is to select the specified

load and resistance fact.,. which reduce. tbe

scatter in beta over the applicable range.

Afmlutely uniform beta is not possible usins

a limited number of load a.d resistant.

facto,. , since the identical load factor,

m“.t be applied to all types of component

checks.

Figure 2 illustrates Lb, calibration of

the bending strength term, where.f3is plotted

over a large range of the ratio of

e“viromne”tal to gravity load effect. The

B’s with WSD are ...” to b... a large

differ,.., or range in upper a“d lower value

compared to the betas for LEWD. The .“,,.s,

O values are similar for WSD and LSFD

especially in the more c.mmo”ly occurring

high envtror,mer,tal load ratios.

1“ addition to calibratio. over the load

effect ratios, the calibration must consider

other p.r.m.te.. such as dtamet’?r to

thickness (D/t) for t.h.l. re or effective

length parameter, i = 11. ,~ kL/r.

1“ son, in,ta”ce.> this requires a,,

adju,tme”t hy trial and error of the 110,,in.,1
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resistance equatio.. For example, Figure 3

shows the mean stcen~th for locaL bucl.limg

strength based on test data assembled by J.

co. (10). IL ... concluded fro. revieW Of

the data that ‘K was con,tant over the

g..m~tri..1 p.~...t~. D/t. Thus, a single

resistance factor provides a uniform

reliability for .11 values of Dlt as long as

the nominal strengck curve is selected t.

have a uniform bias.

Figure 4 show. the mea. strength for

axial loaded tubular members, again with test

data compiled by J. Co, (10). B,ceu,, the

buckling changes from inelastic to elastic

for higher values of A , VR varies

considerably. Thus, tbe ~ strength

equation to be used by the designer should

not have a umifarm bi?.e (bias =

me.nln.minal). Figure 4 .1s. shows the

nominal .trength selected to provide uniform

reliability over .11 A values.

1NTERACTION EQUATIONS

.4large proportion of strength checking

involves m.ltidimemsional interaction

equatiolm. Examples for tubnlar members

typical of off.here Practice include, a)

beam–column str..g[h, b) beam-column

stability, c) ....ection axial and bending

loads, d) hydrostatic and axial teneio”,

.) hydrostatic plus axial compress. ” .“d

,endi.g. In seneral, the strength eq.atio”s

. . . be m.delled by weak interaction -. type

formula such .. parabolic or cnsine shapes,

while stability phenomena may show greater

inte.action and be better desccibed by a

].inear Lmteraction. 1. the last few yea.,

cher. have bee” SCverel test Pr.g..m.

worldwide sponsored by API, Joint Industry

Pr.g~.m$ (J1p), Universities and foreign

.e.earth agencies especially aimed at data

for combined loadings including hydrostatic.

An example of this reliability modeling z.

produce . nominal strength equation a“d

corresponding resisca.ce factor. to achieve

uniform reliability is described herein. The

data for the combined hydrostatic, axial

cocipre.si.” and bending is described i“ a

rePort by Job” Cox (10). U.i.g this test

data a normalized three dimensional fornn–

latio” ... be created in which the three axes

are:

a) X = axial Ioadlaxial strength capacity

b) Y = bending loadlbending sc.en~th

capacity and

c) z = hydrostatic I.adlbydrostatic

strength capacity

The advantage of this approzcb is that there

can be a conti”uou. checking model ....s. the

differetm type, of failure modes. At

P..se.Z, Rp 2A has been shown to lead to

discontinuity when movf”g from the cubul.r

strength equations without hydrostatic t. the

i“clu. iotlof hydrostatic. For .xampl. , a

check of one platform i“clnding the

hydrostatic term showed that even member.

near the waterline wLLh very little hydro-

static pressure were actually controlled by

hydrostatic check.. This anomoly is removed

by the procedure developed in reference (11)

described herein. Further, tht. aarne

forinulattom could ,1$. be us.d for co.bi”ed

bydr.st.at’icand column instability (long
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..1...s) after current ,,s..,.1,test, o,,such

component. .s..completed.

using

fit (mean)

ms (11):

the available test data, the best

curve to the combined test data

1.02 X2+.57 Z2-.44XZ +Y=l (8)

Reviewing this data, the author estimated the

bias and scatter (co.) of the data i.

different region, of the 3-D (X,Y,Z) space.

The “sit steP is to develop a nominal design

check. The simplest approach is to use the

came resistance factors on bending, axial a“d

hydrostatic resistance chat are proposed in

the LRFD code for the ..s, s when chew ee,nm

are considered separately. This leads”to a

checking equation of the form:

H 1]
x~rzzn XZY

“
1.02 --- +“.$7 --- - .44 –~ -- + -~ = 1.R.

9 ~- 0 @c oh Qb

(9)

where the subscript ,S.,,denotes the nominal

“,1”.. me resistance fact.,,, *C, oh..d

@b are for tubular member cou,Pre8sion,hydro-

static a“d bending respectively.

The beta, that wuld be obtained with

this formulation were checked by seleccing a

range of designs which satisfy the design

check with a 1.0 i.teca.tiom ratio. me load

is taken as the combined dead, live and wave

load with parameter. to.sistent with the

remai”i”g LSFD development, .~mdy,

dead load, Bias = 1.0, VD = .08, load facto.

- 1.1

live load, Bias - 1.0, VL = .1&, load fcictor

= 1.1

Wave load, bias = 0.7, Vw = 0.37, load factor

= 1.33

and hydrostatic, Bias = 1.0, Vu = U.05, load

factor = 1.3.

The pac.ametersfor wave load .#eTebased ..

detailed cal+bratlons including oceanographic

etorms and “,i~~ data from the OTS t?tudy.

Similarly, the resistance data was taken as:

axial (load buckling) Bias=l.185, VR=.12,

Oc = 0.9

bending ,

@b = 0.92

and hydrostatic

‘h
= U.B8

With this data,

AFOSM program.

g - ‘2 (X,Y,Z)

7Jia.e-1.26 , VR=.ll,

Bias=l.05 , VR=.11–.15,

the beta. were found using an

The failure function was :

[1.02 X2 + .57 Z2-.44 X2 +y]
(10)

The variable T accounts for the test or data

scatter mentioned above. Since the Para-

meters of T are discontinuous, the beta

Pr.Kram had t. be altered t. modify tbe

p.r.meee.. of T .S the ..a.ch p.oce.d.d f..

tbe deeizn point (X*). The steps are

explained In more detail elsewhere (12).

Example. of beta calculations are given in

Table 1 . while not as “n%i.r~ . . may be

desired, the values are rm.ch more uniform

than existing RF’ 2A design (12). Further

iI@,ov,,Qe”CSi“ the nominal design formula

are underway by J. Gox (10) .nd the author to

smooth any of the variatlo”a f“ betas in the

LRFD forrnar . m%, will be accomplished when

more recent test data is eval”aced.
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SENSITIVITY STUDIES

1“ general, after code calibration, it

is a good idea to reevaluate rhe derived load

and t-esist.antefacto,. whenever we lack

sufficient statistical data. 1. those

instance. we make subjective. estimates

regarding some of che parameter. in the

atati.tical distribution. The lack of

sufficient data make. it difficult CO

.pp~.sch code development from a strictly

actuarial approach to risk in which some

optimum or idealized risk target must be

satisfied. F>,rthermc,re> IU.,C rePorted

structural failures sre “ot due to extreme

loads exceeding design resistances but rather

..... due to poor judgemerit, bl.”ders or

i“adeq.ate theories or technology. For

example, in the offshore area, component

f.ail”res have occurred due to collie io”s,

fires, human errors or inadequate

investigation 0“ site i.formation.. ‘HI..,

,tructural research often refer to the

Probability, P [R < s], e.. notional

probabilities of failures. AlthoWh “ot

exact i“ a true a.t”~.ial sense, they are

important in allocating resources t.

different corIP011e,It8of a st, UCt”ral system

incl.ding CO”.ections, steel members>

fo.ndatio”s, or eve. inspection, peer review

or quality as.ura”ce.

‘loaccount for limitations i“ available

statistical data, we may use a calibration

philosophy. ‘TI,is implies chat if we are

..tisfi~d witlI p.....t ..ti.n.1 ..t.s .f

fail... we should use these average

“computed” or notional risks expr.ss’ed i“

terms of beta, as tbe tar~et for LRFD

calibration. Even though the .....s. risk

111.ybe :he G.IU,as WSD> the ad... caze. .f

LRFD are to limit the scatter in CO.PO.,”E

risks that occur i. WSD which may hri”g some

members into a“ unacceptable high probability

of failure. At the same time, LXFD should

avoid members with such high betas that they

are u“econoinic.al.Other advantages of LRFD

. . . sumum.ized below.

me pr. cess of ch. ckinz whether changes

in input statistical data affects the L81D

factors is called code sensitivity. An

example of a member calibration sensitivity

is illustrated i“ Table 2. me ,esista”ce

facto. was calibrated at O.92 to Jive LRFD

similar average betas as the WSD, namely

2.8-2.9 range. The best estimate for che

resistance of this element (tubular be”di.g)

was s bias of 1.26 to account for strain

bardeming a“d mean yield to nominal ratio and

.9 co; of .11. Table 7. also shows cwo

eensti.ity illustrations. Columns 3 and 4

show what happen if the bias is act.aly 1.5.

The average betas for both WSD a“d LRFD

increase b.t notice how similar they still

.,,. me same Q of 0.92 is used for LRFD

based .“ the original data. Similarly,

columns 5 and 6 show what happens if VR is

15% imstead of 11%. .4@ir,,the aver.3gebeCaS

are the same, showing that we are consistent

with calibration philosophy. Note that in

.911 cases, tbe LRFD average beta rem.sins

about 0.1 below the zvera~e WSD beta amd most

importantly the rage or scatter in betas L.S

much smaller for LRFD compared t. WSU. This

is a major advanta~e of Li7Fa compared to
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Pte$e,lt COdeS which use a WSD philosophy.

The advamt.ageis realized in LRFD because of

the additional “tuned” factors (l..d ..d

resistarlce)compared C. only a single safety

factor in WSD.

me same se”sitivfty process was also

i.an.<dered in the LRFD development for

platform environmental load factor for wind,

wave and current (11). The best estimates of

.n.i..nm.nt.~ P..an.ters .S cited in the

~X.*plr+ i. a co” of 37~ and a bias of 0.7

with respect to the nominal which,is taken a.

a 100 year ,~t”.” PeriOd effect. The bias is

based on typical Gulf of Mexico co”ditlon.

including drag dominated structures, 20 year

life and asewned wave kinematics and wave

height uncertainties. A sensiti,icy et”dy

was conducted which is reported in reference

(11). It used a general wave force model of

the form:

F = .4H” (11)

where F = global response

A = analysis variable

H = maximum lifetime wave height

a = wave height exPone”t

The statistical parameters for H depend

on site location and platform life while tbe

P..amece.. for A depend on platform type.

are fle.ts the location of the .omP..~nr i“ the

structure a“d whether it is drag dominated

( 0= 2) or inertial dominated (CL-1) or if

located “ear the watefli”e (c?may exceed 3).

The beta. were calculated for . broad

,.”s, of cmnpo”e”ts and failure modes. The

Sensitivity study reported that tbe 1.35 load

factor

Provide

cecomrneridedin the LRFD draft did

consistent reliabilities over . wide

range of applications. The cea.on for this

is that tbe norufnalload is selected as a 100

year .~.urrence interval a“d he”.. its

se Ie. ti. ” is also effected bY ..y .ha.ges in

I.PW statistical data. The .tdY showed the

possible sicuatlone i. which the e“vfron–

mental load factor may have to be modified i“

term, of expected platform life, site

location or wave force coefficient. For

example, the results show that a common rule

of using recurrence times of 5 times the

expected life will not lead to uniform

reliability for the case of very ehort

exposure. - under ten years a“d that for euch

case, the entire callbratio” procedure must

be repeated to derive an appropriate ?W.

SYSTSM RSLIASILITIES

Many str”ct”res c.. tolerate relatively

high component risks, say
-3

above 10 ,

provided the str”ct”re p.....8es system

reserve stre”sth. mat is, the SySt.m

reliability against large damage or collapse

will greatly exceed the component relia-

bility. Much has bee” written about this

subject and the i,nporta”ceof such activitie,

as ide”tiftcatio”of system mode, of failure,

selection of sig”ifica”t modes and ,omPutLng

the i. probabilities of fe.liure and combining

modes into am overall risk (13) . some of the

known co”cl”sto”s relate to idealized models

of beha. ior L“clcding parallel COrnpOne.ta,

series members , ductile bebavior and

completely brittle COmpcl”e.ts , General
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,>Cog’-am. co mode1 complex

developed by K..,, a.d Stahl

systems were

with support

fro,” ind.strywide participation (14).

Recemcl.y, there i. a JIP study by C.&.

Cornell which seek, to develop Program, for

assessing system reliability (15). To

illustrate the system import.mce, two

example. are p....nt,d h..ein, including

eerie. and parallel examples. Fig. 5 shows .

ten membec seriee model in which any single

failure cause, 0“,.,11 collapse

(chain-model). The beta for the element i.

,et at 3.0. The system reliability is

calculated to be or.ly about 2.3. This is

based .. am ass.mptio” that strengths are

uric”.r,l.t!,d. If there is strong strength

correlation, then the member and system

reliabilities approach each other. For the

P...11.1 model, the system influence is .1s.

.PP..~.t .Ith..gh the trends and influences

of correlation may be opposite to the series

model . Tbe most iaportant feature of a

P...1lel .Y.c.m, bow.ve., is “ot the case of

equal load sharing. 1. this l.ttec case the

system beta i“,,..,,, co 3.9 when the member

beta is 3.0 for the case shown i“ Figure 6.

If the member .tretlgths are perfectly

correlated then the ,yste. reliability

%C?c.?. (OPPOSite t. tbe effect i. a

series) The reason in that member strength

independence in a parallel model reduces

0“..,11 capacity u“certai”ty.

1. the case of ““equal load sharing, tbe

SYStCm impact is much more signi’ficant For

ex.mnple, if the sharing in Figure 6 is

.15,.35,.35 and .15 for a four member system>

then the system beta i. 6.2 compared to 3 for

the worst elememt. Such unequal ,,oadsharing

is tyP<cal of red”nda,,tstcucture. such as

offshore platforms.

me ,,, s0”s for system ,,s..”. may

include: 1) a need to build structures with

eymrnetry, 2) SCr.ct”res are US”.llY checked

for loads i. all directions (thus each brace

may .ctn.slly b. checked f.. a tornpres.ive

load , eve. if it i. in te.sio. under the

critical load c..,), 3) fabrication and

erection require!nent. control many members

rather than environmental loading. Thus ,

system reserve if properly modelled a“d

accounted may play . major ..1. in the

reliability. It requires r.d”ndancy ~ a

condition where the multiple parallel load

paths are ~ sirnultaneomslyfully loaded by

the design c.,.. F“rthe., two consideration.

“USE ibe present to achieve full system

benefits, 1) component failure ..s[ be

ductile (any brittle behavior or 1.ss. of

capacity will reduce s.y.tem reserve) and 2)

secondary members which come into play only

when load path distributions ... changed must

ha.e Sufficient capacity to carry any

required loads. These load effect changes

are usually “ot apparent in checking nominal

loading with the intact structural modal.

CONCLUS10NS

The adoption of LKt’D is a first step

towards .acio.alizatio. of design practice

using reliability methods. The adva”tage$ of

a reliability basis for seleccio” of desigm

code criteria include the following:

1) Great., “.ifomtity for LRFD illplatfo,,n



—

comPo”ent .,1tablltcy tha,,existing WSD.

‘2) More effective distrtbutio” of material

than WSD

3) Ex~llcitly allow. .. .C.ountimg for

randomness and uncertainties in ensineerlng

i>arameters.

4) An LRFD format CO”centrat,, the

reliability m.delling i. terms of a safety

index a“d avoid. expl%clc risk and proba–

bilistic att.essme”tsby designers.

5) The format i, capable of bein~ logically

and consi,tentl.y modified to account for

different concfitfo”s(geographic locations,

platform type, exposure period, et..).

6) Encourages a“d eases the incorporation

of new ‘?Xperimetltalillforu’ation.

7) Interfaces with other related design

LSID docume”te for steel (AISC) and concrete

(AC1) which may also “se LRFD formats.

8) HelPs focus research activity on those

areas bavi”g the greatest impact o“ both risk

and economy i.e., where e u b j e c t i v e

uncertainties are large and can be reduced

by further’research which is fraplmmenced i n

terms of less Conservative facco,s.

9) Capable of bridging the gaP between

desizn procedures a“d evaluation of remedial

measar.s for existing structures.

10) Capable of incorporating overall system

capacity marsine and highlightins the needs

and be”efite of redundant load paths.
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